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Using the o-stability technique, we study the stability of the internal kink mode in toroi-
dal geometry. We show that there are two unstable regions separated by a stable one in
a P~, stability diagram. In one of these regions toroidal effects are stabilizing and in
the other they are destabilizing. Discrepant results of previous analytical theories and
experimental results are explained.

The internal kink mode has been the object of
intense theoretical research recently' ' because
of its relevance to the triggering mechanism of
internal disruptions in tokamak discharges. ' "
In a cylindrical plasma column of length 2np,
and radius a with an equilibrium magnetic field
(O'; Bs(x), B,(r)), the mode is excited when q(x)
= rB, (r) &1 in some region inside the plasma;
the mode poloidal and toroidal wave numbers are
m = 1 and

~
n

~

= 1, respectively.
Two different analytical theories have been

developed for the internal kink mode in toroidal
geometry so far. ' ' The one developed by Bussac
et al. ' is based upon the energy principle. Ac-
cording to their results, the toroidal effects are
stabilizing if

P~*= [2/Bs'(ro)] J (r/ro)'( dP/dr) d—v

is below some critical value; p(x) is the plasma
pressure. The theory developed by Pao' is based
upon a normal-mode analysis. He uses c = a/R,
and r,/a as expansion parameters; here r, is the
radius where q(ro) =1. According to Pao's theory,
the internal kink mode is not stabilized by toroidal
effects, as predicated by Bussac et al. To our
knowledge, the discrepancy between the two theo-
ries has not been elucidated yet.

Experimental results have shown the presence
of the m= ~n~= 1 instability superimposed on the
sawtooth oscillations characteristic of the inter-

nal disruptions. "'" The TFR group's results
indicate also that the m =

~ n~ = 1 oscillations van-
ish when the plasma density is increased. ' Since
this corresponds to an increase in the plasma
pressure, this result is somewhat surprising and
not explained by previous theories. Using the 0-
stability technique, "we show that in toroidal
geometry there are stable and unstable regions
for the m =1 internal mode in the p-q, parameter
space, as found by Freidberg and co-workers for
the external kink mode. " Here we define p=p(0)/
[p(0) + 2'Br'(0)], q, = q(0), and B$0) is the toroidal
component of the equilibrium magnetic field B(r)
at the magnetic axis. The apparent discrepancy
between the two analytical theories and the ex-
perimental result described above are explained
on the basis of the p-q, stability diagrams. We
also calculate the mode spectrum for different
values of P.

Copenhaver'4 has derived a simple v Euler
equation starting from a theory of the magnetohy-
drodynamic spectrum in toroidal geometry de-
veloped by Goedbloed. " The relevant equations
are flux averaged and expanded in powers of e.
Copenhaver's equation, with first-order toroidal
terms included, is

—f(r) (r$) g„(r)(x$) =0

where

f(r) =N/vD, N = (pa + E') [po '(yp + B2) + yp+2],

&= p'o'+ po '(m'/~'+ n'/rT')(yp + B') + (m'/6+ n'/B') ypr',
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and 1» d B@ 2q Be J g'R rI' n B& (po Be +ypI" )(1+qmA/n)2
r dr r r r I . r'R' D

d 2nBe mBr nBe [po 2(yp +B )+pE ] 1
qmb

dr r'R r R a '
n

where primes indicate derivatives with respect to
r. The variable $ in (1) is the radial component
of the perturbed displacement of an element of
fluid, p is the fluid density, o is the prefixed
parameter of the cr-stability technique, '2

y is the
ratio of specific heats,

I=R(r)Br(r), E=mBe/r+nBr/R,

g = 2+(Ro/r) J (g'/r)dr,

and g(r) is the displacement of the center of a
magnetic surface p(r) = const with respect to the
geometric center of the plasma column at R(a)
=R„z=0, i.e., R(r) =R, + g(r). Copenhaver's
equation is strictly valid only for weak toroidal
mode coupling. This restricts the applicability
of the equation to the neighborhood of the mag-
netic axis because the boundary conditions for
the coupled m = 0, 1, and 2 modes are $, —0,
—1, g, —0 as r-0, strongly reducing mode cou-
pling in the region.

The equilibrium equations are

and

dp 1 dI 1 dBe Be2

dr 2(RO+ f)2 dr 2 dr r (2)

B6 —2s —s ds. (3)

We solve Eqs. (1)—(3) numerically as described
in Ref. 12. We find that the spectrum and the
stability regions of the internal kink mode depend
critically on the profiles of the equilibrium quanti-
ties. In an actual experiment, the value of q at
the wall can be held approximately constant dur-
ing a major part of the discharge. However, the
value q, of the q at the magnetic axis goes below
unity due to localized Ohmic heating. This de-
creases the plasma resistivity increasing the
current density locally, thus decreasing q, . In
order to simulate this effect, we choose the cur-
rent profile as j=j,(l —r'/a') ' and change q, by
varying jo and v continuously in such a way that
the value of q„= q(a) = 2Br(a)(v+ 1)/R jo remains
approximately constant. This approach has also
the advantage of keeping the resonance surface
near r = 0, as q, decreases below unity, consis-
tent with the usage of Eq. (1). The pressure pro-

! file is chosen as p =p, exp(o.,r'+ n, r4), where p„
e„and e4 are constants. In the numerical proce-
dure Eq. (1) is expanded in a power series up to
O(r') at the resonance surfaces and at the mag-
netic axis. The latter region is of particular
televance to the experimental situation because,
during the slow rise of a sawtooth oscillation,
the resonance surface may occur first near r=0
and then move away to larger r." Also it is not
clear whether the toroidal theories of Bussac et
al."and of Pao' are strictly valid in the. neigh-
borhood of r= 0. Actually not even the cylindri-
cal analysis of Rosenbluth, Dagazian, and Ruther-
ford' is valid in this region. The point is that
near r= 0 there is a region of constant pitch of
the size of the mode width itself. ' In this region
the m = 1 mode may be driven mainly by the plas-
ma pressure (as opposed to being driven mainly
by the plasma current).

We show the p-q, stability diagrams for R,/a
= 4 and Ro/a = 6 in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respective-
ly. In both figures m=!n!=1, n, = —4/a', o.,
= -6/a'q =4, and cr=10 ', where o is normal-
fzed to the Alfvdn time scale 7 A

'= Br(0)/p'I'a.
The curves for f, = f(0) =const are also shown.
We see that in toroidal geometry there are two
unstable regions for the internal m = 1 mode sepa-
rated by a stable one. In the lower unstable re-
gion the mode profile resembles closely the usual
one for the current-driven internal kink in cy-
lindrical geometry. In the upper unstable region
the mode profile has a different nature, resem, -
bling more the pressure-driven modes of cylin-
drical geometry. The two boundaries between
the unstable and stable regions move up as the
value of the aspect ratio R,/a decreases. So, if
one considers an operation point at fixed q, and
P in the upper unstable region and decreases R,/a,
one sees that the boundary to the stable region
moves up towards the point and even passes it.
On the other hand, if the operation point is in the
lower unstable region of the P-q, stability dia-
gram, one sees that the boundary to the stable
region moves up away from the point as R,/a de-
creases. In this sense the toroidal effects are
stabilizing in the upper unstable region and de-
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FIG. 2. Internal kink-mode spectrum for the equilib-
rium parameters of Fig. 1(a), The mode growth rate
~» is normalized to the inverse of the Alfven time, 7A

'
=Bo/p~/a. The full and broken lines correspond to the
spectrum in the lower and upper unstable regions of
the P-q~ stability diagram, respectively, The current-
density profile dependence on q, is shown in the inset.
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FIQ. 1. p-q~ stability diagrams for the m = &, I n I =I
internal kink mode. The shaded areas indicate unsta-
ble regions (a) The aspect ratio is Rp/a = 4 while in
(b) Ro/a =8. In (b) the curves AB and CD indicate
qualitatively the diffei. ent paths that operation points
(specified by the values of P and q,) may follow during
an internal disruption. The value of v varies from 0.6
(forge=2. 5) to 7 (for qc=0.5)

stabilizing in the lower one. We believe that
near the magnetic axis the results of Bussac et
al. are relevant only to the upper unstable region
while Pao's are relevant only to the lower un-
stable one.

In Fig, 2 we show the normalized growth rate
u,. as a function of q, for the parameters of Fig.
1(a). We see that, while in the lower unstable

region the mode spectrum resembles the one for
the external'kink mode, ' the mode spectrum in
the upper unstable region is of a quite different
nature. In this region the mode growth rate in-
creases almost explosively with P, for a fixed
value of q, .

Concerning the experimental data, ' we recall
that for TFR, R,/a-5 and P-10 ', this device
operates in the neighborhood of the boundary be-
tween the lower unstable and stable regions.
When the equilibrium parameters in the beginning
of a sawtooth oscillation are such that the lower
unstable region is reached as q, decreases below
unity [as indicated qualitatively by the path AB
in Fig. 1(b)], the m= ln1=1 mode is observed.
When the density (and therefore P) is high enough,
the lower unstable region may become inaccessi-
ble as q, decreases below unity. Thus, as the
heating of the central region of the plasma column
proceeds, q, decreases and P increases further
and the operation point eventually reaches the
upper unstable region [path CD in Fig. 1(b) ].
Here the mode growth rate is much larger than
ig. the lower unstable region leading to a rapid
internal disruption before a mode oscillation is
detected. Also, depending on the starting point,
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P has to increase much further for the disruption
to occur in the second case than in the first one.
This would be seen as longer sawteeth in the sec-
ond ease. Both results are in qualitative agree-
ment with the results of TFR. Nonideal effects,
like finite resistivity and finite-Larmor-radius
stabilization, may also be important in explaining
the experimental results. " However, a theory
including these effects which is also valid near
the magnetic axis remains to be developed.
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Continuous toroidal electron currents, which sustain the poloidal magnetic field in
tokamaks, may be generated by injecting waves with net parallel momentum into the plas-
ma via phased waveguide arrays. Waves with high phase velocity can produce a current
capable of confinirg a reactor plasma so that steady-state tokamak operation with accept-
able power dissipation becomes possible.

Plasma confinement in tokamak fusion devices
is maintained, in part, by a poloidal magnetic
field sustained by a toroidal current. The cur-
rent is usually driven by an inductively produced
dc electric field, so that the tokamak operates
only in a pulsed mode. For steady-state tokamak
operation, a method of continuously driving the
toroidal current is essential. One scheme of pro-
ducing continuous current relies upon the Landau
damping of high-phase-velocity rf waves travel-
ing in only one direction parallel to the magnetic
field. These waves may be launched from an end-
fire waveguide array, which directs the power

flow substantially in one of the directions parallel
to its axis. The waves have net parallel momen-
tum, which upon being absorbed by electrons
traveling with the wave parallel phase velocity,
exerts a force that drives an electric current.
The current is mainly carried by these resonant
high-velocity electrons because, being relatively
collisionless, they retain momentum longer than
bulk electrons. The effective plasma resistivity
is diminished, allowing steady-state tokamak re-
actor operation with acceptable power dissipation,
an achievement previously thought infeasible be-
cause of the incorrect modeling of the current as
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